Log in to www.myLexia.com to view resources, manage students, and explore our NEW materials.

☐ View Training on Demand modules.
  • Click the link on the Resources page to view the Training on Demand modules.
  
  ⬤ TIP—The “What’s New in myLexia for Teachers” module can be viewed in twelve minutes.

☐ Preview Lexia Instructional Materials in the Resources tab of myLexia.
  • Explore the Lexia Lessons and Lexia Connections libraries to discover the wealth of resources available for whole class and small group instruction.
  
  ⬤ TIP—When printing, print only the reproducible pages and view the lesson scripts electronically during instruction to save paper.
  
  • Explore the NEW Lexia Close Reads on the NEW Core5 Resources Hub. These full-color student readers can be used to develop fluency and build comprehension for upper-elementary students.
  
  • Explore the Supplemental Comprehension Lessons, great for whole group instruction and peer collaboration, on the Core5 Resources Hub and read the Overview for instructional ideas.

☐ Print and organize Instructional Materials and resources.
  • Print and prepare instructional support materials, such as letter tiles and flash cards.
  
  • Print and organize Lexia Skill Builders. Use students’ current Core5 level as a guide and choose materials from the previous two Core5 levels to get started at the beginning of the year.
  
  ⬤ TIP—Organize Skill Builders for easy student access in an individual binder for each student or in hanging folders organized by Core5 level for the whole class.
  
  • Create a system for organizing additional preprinted materials. Master copies can be kept in a central location, such as a copy room, for shared access.

☐ Print and organize student login cards.
  • Use the Manage tab to print rosters and login cards.
  
  ⬤ TIP—Print 2 copies: one for school use and one to attach to the Home Use Letter.
  
  • Organize student login cards in a basket, pocket chart or student folder, or attach cards to a ring to hang near the computer station.

☐ Print Home Use Letter.
  • Go to Resources ➜ Core5 Resources Hub ➜ School to Home to view letters.
  
  Home Use Letters are available in seven languages.
  
  • Send the letter home with students or distribute at a back to school night or similar event.

☐ Create a tracking and celebration system for student achievement.
  • Use Lexia Achievement Charts, Lexia Achievement Stickers, and Core5 Level Maps to create a system that works for you!